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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather
A strong cold front is currently pushing into the far western Gulf of Mexico this morning. The front will make an east and
southeast progression through the northern Gulf before clearing the region by Saturday morning. Some thunderstorms may
be possible along and just ahead of the front, but the overall risk for severe storms is not particularly high. Regardless,
thunderstorms can still produce gusty winds and locally enhanced seas. Once the front moves through, winds will increase
sharply out of a north-northeast direction as high pressure to the north ridges southward, with also seas also building several
feet.

Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards
By Sunday, a low pressure area is forecast to develop over the western Gulf, causing today's cold front to return northward as
a warm front. The low does not appear that it will be particularly strong, but model guidance can sometimes underestimate
the intensity. However, it will likely generate an area of enhanced thunderstorms on Sunday and Monday as it moves from the
South Texas leases northeastward toward southeast Louisiana. As this low begins to move inland, a strong cold front, likely
even stronger than today's front, is forecast to sweep eastward across the Gulf on Monday and Tuesday. This front could
generate additional thunderstorm chances along and ahead of it, with significantly increasing northerly winds and building
seas behind it.
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